





ASSOCIATED FILES AND FILENAME CONVENTIONS





















HyVista has provided an ENVI routine that you can install to do the georeferencing. This uses the information in the "hgc_geo_glt" file provided with the data to allow precision georeferencing based on the HyMap ephemeris data. If you're already running ENVI, you need to exit the program (and IDL) to install the new functionality.
 
Place the file "hymap_geocorrect_from_glt.sav" in the "save_add" directory of your ENVI installation and then restart ENVI. When you restart ENVI a new option will automatically appear on the ENVI menu under "Utilities->Data Specific Utilities->Hymap->HyMap Geocorrect from GLT Lookup File". 

Select the new option and open/select the "hgc_geo_glt" file in the HyMap GLT Input File dialog. Open/Select the BIL data of the full flightline or an uncorrected output product (e.g.: a MTMF or other mapping result) in the Uncorrected Data Input File dialog. Spectrally subset the data in this dialog if desired. Enter -99 as the Background Value enter an output filename, and click OK to perform the geometric correction.






A true color quick look geocoded data product of HyMap bands 18, 10, and 5.









Input geometry file that denotes the UTM Easting and Northing values derived by the geocorrection process for each original image pixel.

The first band contains UTM Easting values in meters and the second band contains UTM Northing values in meters for each original pixel. The input geometry file has the same spatial
size as the raw HyMap imagery. The file is double precision, binary data in a BIL format. The scene elevation, pixel size, and UTM zone number information are given in an associated ASCII








The geometric lookup table file represents much of the important information that is created in the geocorrection process. The "_glt" file contains the information about which original pixel
occupies which output pixel in the final product. Additionally, it is sign-coded to indicate if a certain output pixel is "real" or a nearest-neighbor infill pixel. The "_glt" file is a geocorrected product, with a fixed pixel size projected into a rotated UTM system. The pixel size, scene elevation, UTM zone number, and rotation angle information is reported in an associated ASCII header file. The "_glt" file is two-byte integer binary data in a BIL format. The two bands of the
"_glt" file refer to original sample number and original line number, respectively. The sign of the value indicates whether the pixel is an actual image pixel, located at its proper position indicated by a positive value) or a nearest-neighbor infill pixel placed to fill an undersampled image gap
(indicated by a negative value). A zero value signifies that no input pixel corresponds to this output pixel. The importance of the "_glt" image and its role in identifying image gaps and













Aircraft ephemeris information for each scan line. The file contains: line number, UTM X meters), UTM Y (meters), altitude (meters), pitch (degrees), roll (degrees), and 
heading (degrees).

Additional Information on HyMap Geocorrection

The geometric transformation and georeferenced images provided are the best that can be accomplished without use of a detailed digital elevation model and orthorectification. The correction is "precise" based upon what we know about the sensor geometry and aircraft attitude from the ephemeris data. There may be some absolute accuracy offsets, however, introduced by the topography. This may be result in slight offsets in absolute position from a map and also may be visible as offsets across image boundaries and apparent repeat pixels when putting together a mosaic. These problems can typically be corrected by selecting a few ground control points (GCPs) to tie the images to a map, and/or using GCPs to match mosaicked images in overlap regions.
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